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Introduction
Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party was formed on the back of its Party leaders’ successful – and often
outspoken - career in media and politics. Derryn Hinch formed his Justice Party in 2016, before he was
elected into the Federal Senate under the banner “It’s just common sense”; paying homage to his
practical approach to politics.
Throughout his career and at the heart of his Party, is the focus on reform to the legal system,
supporting victims of crime and establishing a public child sex offender register (which is now Federal
Coalition Government policy).
The Terms of Reference are below:
That this house requires the Legal and Social Issues Committee to inquire into, consider and
report, by no later than 28 February 2022, on various issues associated with the operation of
Victoria’s justice system, including, but not limited to:
(1) An analysis of factors influencing Victoria’s growing remand and prison populations;
(2) Strategies to reduce rates of criminal recidivism;
(3) an examination of how to ensure that judges and magistrates have appropriate
knowledge and expertise when sentencing and dealing with offenders, including an
understanding of recidivism and the causes of crime; and
(4) The consideration of judicial appointment processes in other jurisdictions, specifically
noting the particular skill set necessary for judges and magistrates overseeing specialist
courts.
There are undoubtedly a number of wide-ranging reforms needed to improve Victoria’s legal system.
Our experience in working with victims of crime and other stakeholders within this system has
enabled us to contextualise the idea that ‘less perpetrators equals less victims of crime’ and this is the
notion that underpins our submission today.
Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party acknowledge the survivors of crime who have contributed to this
submission. Our ongoing work is underpinned by their courage and bravery in sharing their
experiences.
During this submission, for consistency, we refer to those who have been affected by crime as
‘victims’, which may refer to those who have died, victim-survivors, their families or others impacted
by crime. We acknowledge and respect that individuals each have their own preference for the term
that reflects their own experiences, which may differ from what is expressed in this document.
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Executive Summary
Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party believes that an inquiry into Victoria’s Justice System is long overdue.
There has not been an inquiry this broad in Victoria in approximately 30 years. This inquiry provides
an opportunity for the committee to hear from those who have experienced the justice system - from
those who support victims of crime, engage with offenders, implement policy reforms, enforce the
law through policing or sentencing, to those who work within the Government, such as Corrections
Victoria.
Over many years there has been constant media attention that highlights the lack of confidence in
Victoria’s justice system. This dissatisfaction is demonstrated through rallies and protests, calls for
reforms to our sentencing, bail and parole laws and advocacy to change how our justice system
responds to perpetrators of crime.
Recidivism rates in Victoria are extremely high on international comparisons, with 44% of prisoners
returning to prison within two years and almost 55% returning to corrective services within the same
period1. It’s clear the current approach obviously isn’t working.
Whilst Victorian figures are below the national average, they are still alarmingly high. Important to
keep in mind, is that at the foot of many of these crimes are victims and victim-survivors, some of
whom never recover from their experiences.
It is without doubt that the remand prison population has increased significantly since bail reforms
were introduced. In 2014, this figure stood just below 20% (1,238 out of 6,226 prisoners)2 and it is
now estimated to be approximately 44% of the prison population (or 3,184 out of 7,227 prisoners).
These changes have evidently disproportionately affected Indigenous people and women, however it
is our view that this does not call for a relaxing of laws intended to keep the community safe; they call
for the Government to strategise ways to prevent criminal offending in the first instance.
Our Party firmly believes we should not relax bail laws, however, a more nuanced approach to
intervention and prevention is required.
Given Victoria’s sentencing principles, we should ensure whatever rehabilitation is required is
available at each point of the justice system, including for remand, bail and post-sentence. Not only
are we failing victims of crime when we disregard rehabilitation, we fail the offenders themselves.
Recidivism figures make it very clear that the first few years – and particularly the first few months after an offender leaves incarceration is when they are most at-risk of reoffending. This includes
reforms to (and investment in) housing, alcohol and other drug (AOD) rehabilitation, behaviour
change programs and social cohesion.
Through our recommendations, we make an important focus on evaluations. An incredible amount of
resourcing goes into our justice system, through prisons, courts and community programs. What
seems to be missing is sincere, empirical, transparent studies that reflect the effectiveness of such
programs. One example of this is men’s behaviour change programs, which Corrections Victoria funds
for over 600 offenders each year and yet there are no evaluations providing qualitative or
quantitative data against recidivism.

1
2

Sentencing Advisory Council, Released Prisoners Returning to Prison, 2021
Corrections Victoria, Monthly Prison Statistics, 2014-2020
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Throughout our submission we have identified and addressed issues within our justice system
requiring significant change. Those changes have been drafted to encompass different levels of
offending.
Where there are serious crimes committed which may include family violence, violent and sexual
offending, murder, manslaughter or armed robberies etc, the sentencing should be to the full extent
of the law.
This type of offending MUST acknowledge the effect on victims and should meet community
expectations. A victims should be afforded every opportunity to be supported through the court
process and beyond. Victims often feel they are left to navigate their own way through the legal
system that is fraught with the danger of re-traumatising them.
Victims’ rights should be prioritised over offenders and victims should have the right to be informed
about any consideration of bail or parole. The same should be applied to those in Thomas Embling
who are allowed to have unsupervised day release.
With the introduction of new specialist courts in Victoria, it is incumbent upon the Committee to gain
an understanding of how magistrates and judges are trained in these specialist fields to ensure their
skills and knowledge are relevant to the specific offences that come before their court.
Ultimately, Victoria’s justice system requires urgent systemic changes. Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party
wants to see the most relevant changes to prevent offending and encourage engagement in
preventative programs throughout the state for those who have not become immersed into the
justice system.
For those more serious and recidivist offenders, our communities are sick and tired of hearing of
repeat offenders, as to are the Victorian Police. There are offenders who will always be offenders they need incarceration and intensive rehabilitative programs within prison.
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Recommendations
Recommendation 1: Increase investment in early intervention and primary prevention strategies and
programs to reduce the number of people entering the justice system. All strategies and programs
should include public and transparent evaluation.
Recommendation 2: Increase the provision of outreach support and education for parents of children
from pregnancy through to adolescence, where parents are assessed and deemed vulnerable.
Continue this outreach on an ongoing basis.
Recommendation 3: Collaborate with early intervention and primary prevention specialists to consider
sustainable funding for evidence-based programs and ongoing evaluations to determine outcomes.
Recommendation 4: Fund and resource state-wide and evidence-based programs across all points of
the justice system, for all levels of offending, to address the underlying causes of offending and drive
behaviour change.
Recommendation 5: Ensure the funding and requirement for transparent evaluations of all programs
across the prison system, including their impact on recidivism.
Recommendation 6: Increase and provide consistent investment in housing initiatives for at-risk youth
(such as Kids Under Cover and Beyond Housing).
Recommendation 7: Support youth organisations to include employment of mentors and youth
workers, particularly in rural and regional areas, such as through The Les Twentyman Foundation.
Recommendation 8: Explore and implement a best-practice model to handle complaints by children in
the out-of-home care system.
Recommendation 9: Expand therapeutic programs to all children in OoHC and residential care
facilities.
Recommendation 10: Ensure all staff working in OoHC and residential care are trained in trauma
informed practice and other relevant therapeutic models.
Recommendation 11: Further expand drug courts in regional Victoria.
Recommendation 12: Strengthen the provision of rehabilitation programs in prisons, particularly
relating to substance misuse and abuse. Prisons should require participation in substance-related
rehabilitation programs for those where substance abuse is connected to offending.
Recommendation 13: Evaluate the effectiveness of the Youth Justice Intensive Bail Supervision
program to share and understand data about how well this program prevents young people from
reoffending.
Recommendation 14: Increase funding and availability of state-wide rehabilitation services, including
detox and addiction specialists, for substance abuse. The State Government should also strengthen
the mandate for rehabilitation as part of bail, remand, incarceration and post-sentence orders (statewide) as part of community corrections orders or parole.
Recommendation 15: Cease providing reductions in sentences for offenders linked to delays in the
court system, as a result of COVID-19 or other factors.
Recommendation 16: Strengthen systems and accountability for the effective case management of
offenders post-sentence by Corrections Victoria.
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Recommendation 17: Ensure suitable housing and accommodation is available state-wide as a
component of granting bail and parole. Social and affordable housing should accordingly be funded
adequately to reduce the likelihood of re-offending and subsequent re-incarceration.
Recommendation 18: Increase youth services and funding for support agencies to expand monitoring,
engagement and immediate support for youth who commit crimes whilst on bail.
Recommendation 19: Actively mandate and promote intensive monitoring of serious violent and
sexual offenders upon release, including electronic monitoring and mandate ongoing behaviour
programs indefinitely.
Recommendation 20: Implement further strategies to prevent contraband entering prisons.
Recommendation 21: Strengthen sentencing of offenders who commit crimes whilst incarcerated,
especially against correctional staff.
Recommendation 22: Acknowledge the substantial trauma to victims when offenders fail to appear in
court. Strengthen provisions and enforcement to ensure offenders attend court on day of scheduled
trial, mention or allocated court appearance. If this is not possible in person, provide provisions for
the appearance to proceed via tele conference.
Recommendation 23: Ensure serious violent and sexual offenders are not released into rural and
regional areas where there are no 24-hour police stations. Increase provisions for police to monitor
offenders, while also allowing easier access for the offender to report as required.
Recommendation 24: Make SOATS (Specialist Offender Assessment and Treatment Service) through
Corrections Victoria available in areas where sex offenders are released as opposed to requiring them
to travel to Melbourne to access programs.
Recommendation 25: Expand current training practices for judicial officers in specialised courts.
Recommendation 26: Review court processes specific to victim impact statements, through a traumainformed lens to address issues experienced by victim-survivors.
Recommendation 27: Consider ways to improve transparency in sentencing and the opportunity to
make sentencing decisions publicly available for cases in the Magistrates’ Court.
Recommendation 28: Explore the establishment of advisory panels in assessing candidates for
appointments to the judiciary.
Recommendation 29: Establish an overarching consortium dedicated to supporting victims of crime
throughout Victoria. A consortium of organisations who can provide the relevant information to
victims as and when required relating to each step in navigating the legal system.
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Overview
Minister Natalie Hutchins Foreword for the Victorian Government’s Crime Prevention Strategy:
“The best way to keep Victorian communities safe is preventing crime from occurring in the first place.
We must hold offenders to account and ensure we have strong law enforcement to keep our
communities safe. We also need to tackle the underlying causes that can lead people to offend, which
can include social and economic disadvantage, educational disengagement, community disconnection
and social isolation.”3
Whilst Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party knows that not all crimes warrant a sentence of incarceration, we
do know that there is an inconsistency in sentencing for a broad range of crimes. This sentencing is
often not reflective of community expectations and is not regarded by victims as satisfactory.
There are also serious concerns of how and when offenders are monitored when placed on
Community Corrections Orders (CCOs) which is noted further in this submission.
Recent reforms to bail and parole in Victoria
Victoria has implemented reforms to bail and parole laws in past years. One catalyst for these
changes was The Bail Review which was completed by the Hon Paul Coghlan (commonly referred to
as ‘the Coghlan Review’) in 2017 in response to the Bourke Street killings by James Gargasoulas 4.
The Review of the Parole System in Victoria (commonly referred to as ‘the Callinan Review’) was
completed in 2013 after crimes committed by Adrian Bayley to address and review Victoria’s parole
system.
Advice on the legislative and governance models under the Serious Sex Offenders (Detention and
Supervision) Act 2009 (Vic) (commonly referred to as ‘the Harper Review’) was borne from the killing
of Masa Vukotic by Sean Price in 2015, which resulted in the creation of the Post Sentence Authority.5
The Victorian Government is currently considering criminal law issues, which should be considered as
part of this inquiry and further questions asked of government representatives about the progress of
these considerations.6
The names of too many victims come to mind when writing this submission; victims who should still
be alive today if our justice system had prevented their offenders being out of prison and on our
streets.
Some notable cases that have led to reform include:
Mersina Halvagis – Her father George has lobbied for change since Mersina was murdered whilst she
visited her grandmother’s grave at the Fawkner cemetery in 1997. Peter Dupas murdered Mersina
along with other victims and is serving three life sentences for his crimes.
Jill Meagher – Adrian Bayley pleaded guilty to rape and murder in April 2013. He was sentenced to life
imprisonment with a 35 year non-parole period. Bayley was a recidivist offender who should not have
been on the streets to murder Jill. He was on parole for raping three women at the time he murdered
Jill Meagher. His bid to appeal his minimum term, in September 2013, was unsuccessful. In May 2015,
3

https://www.crimeprevention.vic.gov.au/the-strategy/ministers-foreword
https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/publications/questions-database/details/53/2452
5
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-08-22/victoria-to-set-up-new-body-to-watch-over-sexoffenders/8829780
6
https://www.justice.vic.gov.au/justice-system/laws-and-regulation/criminal-law
4
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Bayley was sentenced to another 18 years and his non-parole period was extended from 35 to 43
years for three other rape convictions. In July 2016, the sentence was reduced to 40 years, deducting
three years of the term, making Bayley eligible for parole in 2055.
Masa Vukotic – Sean Price was jailed for life after murdering Masa. Price was on a 10 year supervision
order at the time he committed this crime.
Sarah Cafferkey – Steven Hunter was sentenced to life with no parole for the brutal murder of Sarah.
Hunter had previously committed murder in 1986. He was a serial parole violator7.
There are many other victims who were murdered whilst their offender was on parole or bail. These
are the murders that were the the catalyst for the Justice Inquiry. These are the victims whose names
should never be forgotten. These are the victims whose families will grieve and be traumatised for the
rest of their lives because of offenders who should never have been released but who then went on
to commit these henious crimes.
The Committee owe it to these families to ensure this Inquiry is thorough and allows victims voices to
be heard, and their devastating experiences to be shared and considered when making
recommendations for the final report.
The Victorian Government has devised a Crime Prevention Strategy 8 outlining further reforms to
address the root causes of offending, stating that preventing crime requires a whole-of-government
and community effort.

7

https://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/true-crime-scene/victorias-worst-criminals-profiles-of-vileand-violent-offenders-serving-life-sentences/news-story/5844fd6082687f3ee2c6214575584792
8
https://www.crimeprevention.vic.gov.au/the-strategy/ministers-foreword
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Response to the Terms of Reference
(1) An analysis of factors influencing Victoria’s growing remand and prison
populations.
Whilst Victoria builds more prisons the data reveals that the prison population has actually
declined in the past year. So what does this tell us?
COVID has delayed court proceedings resulting in an increase in the number of people on
remand. COVID provisions have seen offenders sentences reduced, with some receiving early
release. On 30th June 2020 Victoria’s prison population was 7,149, a drop of 11.8% from the
previous year.9
The Sentencing Advisory Council made the following observances about where these delays are
coming from:
“The Magistrates’ Court sentences the vast majority of cases in Victoria’s courts – over 90% of all
cases sentenced. From July 2004 to June 2020, the Magistrates’ Court sentenced an average of
84,133 cases each year. In comparison, the higher courts (the County and Supreme Courts)
sentenced an average of 1,921 cases per year. The Children's Court sentenced an average of
5,217 cases per year.
The number of cases sentenced in the Magistrates' Court peaked at 99,723 in 2015–16.
However, the number decreased by 20.7% from 91,649 in 2018–19 to 72,643 in 2019–20. This
decrease was largely due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which caused delays in court proceedings
from March 2020 onward.
Note: Cases that received a criminal justice diversion plan are included. The criminal justice
diversion plan is not a sentence, but it is included because it is an important disposition available
in the Magistrates' Court”.10
Following bail and parole reforms the length of sentences has increased for some crimes, which could
be a contributing factor to the number of people incarcerated. From 2019 to 2020, the imprisonment
rate has actually decreased, from 8101 to 7149 in 2020 which is a significant reduction.
Crime Statistics Agency data11 released in May 2021 showed an overall decrease in criminal offences
recorded, however family violence–related offences increased 11.3%. This increase has been
primarily driven by breaches of FV orders (up 18.4%)
This data shows victim reports decreased by 18.4%, the lowest number recorded since 2011. This is
worth the Committee exploring further to determine what has influenced the decrease given we have
been in lockdown for over 200 days in Victoria, at the time of writing of this report. Offences in public
settings decreased as you would expect due to COVID-19 restrictions, however, they increased in
private dwellings and on the street/footpath.

9

https://www.sentencingcouncil.vic.gov.au/sentencing-statistics/victorias-prison-population
https://www.sentencingcouncil.vic.gov.au/sentencing-statistics/cases-sentenced-magistrates-court
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https://www.crimestatistics.vic.gov.au/crime-statistics/latest-victorian-crime-data/recorded-offences-2
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Family incidents increased 8.2% in the last 12 months at 92,999 incidents. More broadly and very
worryingly, crimes against the person are nearly 50% higher than 2012.
Other factors that influence crime that the Committee should investigate include:









Entrenched criminal behaviours within demographics where there is severe financial
disadvantage and underlying vulnerabilities
Peer influences – Older offenders using adolescents and young children to commit crimes
Disabilities (ABIs and other cognitive issues)
Housing instability
Family violence – breaching intervention orders
Unemployment
Drug and alcohol addiction or general misuse
Poverty

(2) Strategies to reduce rates of criminal recidivism
It would be remiss to analyse the ways to reduce recidivism without analysing the factors that lead to
such behaviour.
It is unequivocal that the family environment in which one is born into can influence the likelihood of
future involvement in the criminal justice system. We see this through social disadvantage,
unemployment rates, social housing density, levels of education and absenteeism and of course,
crime rates, amongst many other factors.
As an example and for context, the Greater Geelong Police Service Area (a catchment that includes
Corio and Norlane) has the state’s second highest number of crime incidents, behind the City of
Casey, (with a rate of 15,568 per 100,000) and has the state’s third highest number of legal aid clients
(at 71,000)12.
Unsurprisingly, these areas also feature a number of traditional distal causes of crime, including:







Disengaged youth (in Corio; 53.6%, compared to the state average of 8.2%)
Low income households (in Norlane; 52.1%, compared to the state average of 18.3%)
Housing stress13 (in Corio; 25.7%, compared to the state average of 11.4%)
Unemployment (in Norlane; 25.3%, compared to the state average of 5.2%) and;
Youth unemployment (in Norlane; up to 75%, compared to the state average of 12.3%)14.
Greater Geelong’s rates of intentional self-harm hospitalisations locally are also above state
and national averages15 (with 240 hospitalisations among all Geelong females, and 131 for
males).

The 2015 report ‘Dropping off the Edge16 ranked 660 of Victoria's 667 postcodes as better off than
Corio.
12

Crime Statistics Agency, 2021
Housing stress is defined as households payments (such as a mortgage) accounting for more than 30% of the
household income
14
G21, Addressing Disadvantage, 2016
15
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2018-19
16
Dropping of the Edge Report, Commissioned by Jesuit Social Services and Catholic Social Services Australia,
2015
13
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There are many factors that influence re-offending and there are at times complex matters that drive
those behaviours which contribute to committing crime and in turn contribute to recidivism.
Tackling recidivism requires a broad scope of programs, individual support and case managers who
are highly skilled in working with repeat offenders. Breaking the cycle of offending becomes
increasingly more difficult after each offence is committed.
There must be accountability on offenders to engage with supports and address their offending. This
includes ongoing therapeutic care to ensure they are treated in a holistic manner to break the cycle of
offending and to ensure they become aware of and address underlying issues that lead to reoffending.
For many, this support will help, but for others, particularly in the serious violent offending category,
no amount of therapeutic support will change their behaviour. Serious offending usually requires a
very intensive ongoing model of support.
Violent and recidivist offenders should be held accountable and their sentences should be reflective
of the crimes they commit. Remembering that with every violent and sexual offence there is a victim.
People may re-offend for many reasons and for some, they feel at a loss once released from prison as
they may have limited supports, no secure housing and mental health issues. It is incumbent upon
Corrections Victoria to ensure rehabilitation programs are adequate within the prison system to set
offenders up to succeed once released. The report produced through the Inquiry into Homelessness
in Victoria by this very Committee also identified the lack of stable housing upon release is a precursor
to re-offending.
One peer-reviewed study17 published in August 2021 by Australian Housing and Urban Research
Institute (AHURI) featured a comparison between 623 prisoners who received public housing after
leaving prison and a similar-sized group who only received rental assistance. The results found that for
the group supplied with public housing, police incidents dropped 8.9% per year and costs to the
justice system dropped by over $5,000 per year (dropping to $2,000 per year ongoing).
One solution to reducing recidivism is expanding the Court Integrated Support Program (CISP)18. CISP
was introduced in 2006 with the aim of reducing the likelihood of people re-offending by assisting
them to access support services.
CISP provides support and coordinates referrals to:






Drug and alcohol treatment services
Crisis and supported accommodation
Disability and mental health service
Referrals for those with an ABI
Koori specific services

In 2009 there were evaluations19 completed (of which only two are publicly available) this program
has made any further public evaluations which would outline the efficacy of the program.

17

Hermant, N. Experts say public housing the key element to stop ex-prisoners re-offending, 2021
https://www.mcv.vic.gov.au/find-support/bail-support-cisp
19
https://www.mcv.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/2018-10/CISP%20economic%20evaluation.pdf
18
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EARLY INTERVENTION AND PRIMARY PREVENTION
A focus of Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party is greater investment in primary prevention and early
intervention. It is common knowledge that (in this context) if you address known causes of crime,
crime is less likely to occur. Less crime means less victims!
These strategies include those that address gaps in the child and family services system including
supports for children leaving care, family reunification programs and family violence support services.
It is imperative that these services are funded adequately and over the long-term. Victoria’s Crime
Statistics Agency published a report20 in March this year stating that 77% of children who witnessed
family violence had a future interaction with the justice system within five years. The rate of children
witnessing family violence is nearly twice as high in regional and remote areas compared to major
cities.
Children are entering the Youth Justice System without having been referred to appropriate services
who could provide case management and potentially change the trajectory of that adolescent’s
journey. Interventions are coming too late and the required support is not being funded to allow
sustainable outcomes through family services. Enforceable timeframes for service support is minimal
and is not conducive to gaining the desired effective outcomes to educate and support a vulnerable
family.
A report by SVA Consulting, titled “The economic case for early intervention in the child protection
and out‑of‑home care system in Victoria” states:21
Investment in targeted early intervention programs can set struggling families up for
success. It can improve employment and education engagement, health and wellbeing,
social participation and community connectedness while also reducing the conditions
leading to homelessness, chronic health problems and engagement with the justice
system.
This report estimates that without additional targeted investment in early intervention, there could
be up to 27,500 children in out-of-home care by 2026 (more than double the current figure). Their
modelling showed that investment of approximately $180-190 million every year over a 10-year
period will deliver cumulative net savings of $1.8-2.0 billion to the child protection and out-of-home
care system alone. The report stated that “As a result, it is estimated up to 1,460 children would be
prevented from entering out-of-home care or progressing to residential care every year.” SVA
Consulting reports can be found here.
Early intervention with young people can significantly decrease their chances of becoming involved in
the youth justice system. The Les Twentyman Foundation is one of many organisations in Victoria
working with young people over decades to alter their life trajectory.
The figures speak for themselves; early intervention and primary prevention investment saves money.

CHILD PROTECTION and DEPARTMENT OF FAMILIES FAIRNESS AND HOUSING
It is clear that there are indisputable connections between out-of-home-care (OoHC) and the
likelihood of becoming immersed in the criminal justice system. There are nearly 12,000 children in

20

As reported in the Warrnambool Standard, One in 50 Vic kids exposed to DV: report, McCubbing, 2021
SVA Consulting, Why early intervention is critical, commissioned by Berry Street (a provider of services to
children, young people and families across Australia) in collaboration with the Centre for Excellence in Child
and Family Welfare, 2019 and updated in 2020 to reflect the impact of COVID-19
21
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Victoria’s OoHC system and these children are almost twice as likely to be involved in the justice
system as children who are not.
Victoria Legal Aid (VLA) conducted a longitudinal study between the child protection clients they
represented and those same children returning for their services as a defendant. It found 30% of
children they assisted who were placed in OoHC later went on to seek VLA assistance for a criminal
matter, compared with 18% of those who were not placed in care22. Of more concern, though, is that
of the children VLA represented in their first charge, 83% occurred within 12 months of being placed
in care.
Whilst Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party could write an entire report on the shortcomings of some current
OoHC arrangements, we cannot fail to firstly mention one significant issue that exists: the residential
care system.
For reasons we cannot identify, reducing children in the failed residential care system seems to be all
but completely ignored by successive State Governments. This push is not fresh; in fact the
Commission for Children and Young People (CCYP) have been raising this issue for more than a
decade through successive reports and it is extremely concerning to our Party that seemingly very
few of the associated recommendations provided to the Government have been acted upon.
One such example is the CCYPs 2021 report; Out of Sight: Inquiry into children and young people who
are absent or missing from residential care23. Whilst this submission is intended to be as apolitical as
possible, in one of our Party MPs previous career as a Victoria Police officer, he was regularly involved
in the returning of children to residential care. In most of these cases, the young girl was being
exploited by an older male for drugs in return for sexual acts. It is simply disgraceful.
The CCYPs 2019 report In our own words24 makes it clear that avenues for children to make
complaints about OoHC are limited. CCYP found that existing complaints mechanisms were not
responsive to the needs of children and young people and recommended (number 6) that the
Victorian Government establish an independent, specialised child and young person-centred
complaints function. Our Party believes this is a practical implementation to make and would open
the doors to further reform of a currently broken system.
Difficulty retaining foster carers also – unsurprisingly – necessitates the need to have approved
respite carers for each agency. This is important, as without adequate respite families and support,
the foster carers can become overwhelmed, emotional, eventually want to cease providing foster
care support.
Despite the ranging criticisms of the child protection system, our Party would like to thank the
incredibly selfless carers who take on, at times, very challenging roles in caring for children.
Whilst we have been highly critical in the reform required to overhaul child protection and properly
invest in proven strategies, our Party would like to congratulate the Victorian State Government on
investing in some initiatives that are evidence-based, such as extending the Home Stretch program to
provide care to those who under the age of 21 (where support previously ceased at 18 years old). We
support further investment in this area.
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Victoria Legal Aid, Care not Custody Report,
CCYP, Out of Sight Report, 2021
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CCYP, In our own words Report, 2019
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SENTENCING
Sentencing for 13 of the most serious offences in Victoria are executed using a standard sentencing
scheme which was introduced in 2018 and updated in 2019. Sentencing of offenders is a complex
process, which allows judges and magistrates to sanction perpetrators of crime to satisfy the five
purposes of sentencing, as set out in section 5(1) of the Sentencing Act 1991.
For many serious crimes particularly where there has been a loss of life, victims often feel they have
been let down by the sentence handed down by the court. Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party has worked
with many victims of crime for many years and it is on their behalf that we make this contribution.
We encourage the government to consider sentencing in relation to serious crimes. Plea bargaining
has been instrumental in reducing charges for serious crimes, such as murder, manslaughter and
dangerous driving causing death. This has a long-term impact on victims, especially those who have
lost a loved one. Not only do they suffer the loss of their loved one, but they also suffer what they
perceive as the lack of accountability of the offender. The reduction of a sentence due to plea
bargaining creates an extremely traumatic experience for those victims. The lack of notification and
consultation of victims on plea bargaining is also arguably in contravention of sections 9(c)(iii), 9A(b)
and most importantly section 9B(1)(c) of the Victims’ Charter Act 2006.
Community Correction Orders 25– This is a flexible sentence imposed to allow the offender to spend
time in the community. This may be in addition to imprisonment or a fine.
In the 2019-20 financial year, CCOs accounted for the sentencing outcome for around 12% of cases in
the higher courts26 and 9% of cases in the Magistrates’ Court27.
Corrections staff are often under resourced and the backlog in sentencing within our courts is now
placing staff under further pressure.
A serious problem with CCOs28 is the inability or unwillingness of the offender to comply with
mandated requirements or conditions of their CCO.
This is often the case for AOD counselling, drug screening or entering a rehabilitation facility. There
are extensive wait times to enter a facility, if one is available within a region. It is also a state-wide
requirement that anyone entering rehabilitation facilities are detoxed prior to entering the facility.
This creates further barriers for those seeking treatment.
Of the people who received a CCO from 16 January 2012 to 30 June 2020, 584 were sentenced for
committing a serious offence while serving a CCO29. We hear reports that often there are up to 5
breaches before serious action is taken. This is especially so with regard to non-attendance at case
manager appointments by offenders.
Some observed contributing factors to CCO breaches include:



Community Correctional Services staff being under resourced, especially in rural and
regional areas
Breaches are not taken seriously in the first instance, sending a message to offenders
that continued breaches won’t warrant punishment

25

Sentencing Advisory Council, About Community Correction Orders
Sentencing Advisory Council, Sentencing Outcomes in the Higher Courts, 2020
27
Sentencing Advisory Council, Sentencing Outcomes in the Magistrates’ Court, 2020
28
Sentencing Advisory Council, Serious Offending by People Serving a Community Correction Order: 2019-20
29
Sentencing Advisory Council, Serious Offending by People Serving a Community Correction Order: 2019-20
26
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Lack of services – and long wait times - to support offenders and prevent breaches
No accountability on offenders to complete programs (Men’s behavioural change
programs in particular) along with AOD rehabilitation
No evaluations to determine outcomes once programs are completed
Insufficient Specialist Case Managers in rural and regional areas to monitor offenders

Bail 30 - The type of offence charged determines whether an offender is entitled to bail from the police
station or need to make an application for bail at court. Offenders can seek help from a lawyer to
prepare an application.
Bail proceedings should continue to be prioritised in the courts in the times of COVID to avoid lengthy
periods waiting for a court hearing.
Since the Coghlan Review, there has been an increase in the number of offenders refused bail,
however there are still those who continue to offend whilst on bail. For some, it involves serious
offending and should be considered as a serious breach of current conditions.
There are constant media reports of offenders committing serious crimes whilst on bail. We refer the
committee to the Austlii website31 that provides evidence and court cases of individual offenders.
Some notable examples include DPP v Howell (2021)32, DPP v Pilichowski (2021)33, DPP v Mansoor &
Ors (2019)34 and DPP v Kilpatrick (2018)35.
There are many examples of serious offending committed whilst on bail. Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party
believes that those recidivist offenders committing indictable crimes whilst on bail should continue to
be sentenced to incarceration.
Data on reported breaches is available through the Crime Statistics Agency website36. Data should be
made publicly available regarding the number of serious crimes committed whilst on bail in the
interests of public transparency.
Youth justice intensive bail supervision program - This program has been implemented since 2011
however there doesn’t appear to be any evaluations available publicly to demonstrate effectiveness.
Given the program deals with vulnerable children through the criminal justice process, it would be
valuable to understand how well it prevents those children from reoffending.
The Legal and Social Issues Committee conducted and Inquiry into youth justice centres in Victoria,
with the final report tabled in March 2018. The report made 39 recommendations with the
government supporting approximately 27 of those recommendations. The remaining 12 were
supported in principle. The Justice Inquiry should consider those recommendations and determine
which ones have been implemented and assess the outcomes where evaluations have been made
available. Where programs have been rolled out, the lack of available corresponding evaluations is
staggering.

30

Magistrates Court of Victoria, Bail and custody
AustLII, Case search for 'Bail'
32
Austlii, DPP v Howell [2021], 2021
33
Austlii, DPP v Pilichowski [2021], 2021
34
Austlii, DPP v Mansoor & Ors [2019], 2019
35
Austlii, DPP v Kilpatrick [2018], 2018
36
Crime Statistics Agency, Recorded Criminal Incidents, 2021
31
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Young people are committing serious crimes upon release from prison37 and if intervention strategies
are not provided or the offenders refuse to engage then serious consideration is required as to how
further offending can be thwarted.
Parole - The paramount consideration for the Adult Parole Board Victoria38 is the safety and
protection of the community.
The majority of prisoners released on parole do not reoffend while they are on parole. Over the past
four years, there has been a dramatic drop in the number of convictions for serious violent offences
or sex offences committed while on parole, which is very pleasing.
Parolees should continue to be monitored according to the seriousness of the criminal offence for
which they were incarcerated. Whilst the numbers of parolees continuing to offend after release has
decreased, there are still those who go on to commit horrific crimes and it is these serious offenders
that are considered in our recommendations.
Karen Chetcuti (who was murdered by Michael Cardamone who was on parole for an earlier rape
conviction) could still be alive today if her offender had been monitored closely and not been allowed
to live in a remote area.

PRISONS
Victorian prisons are increasingly becoming more prevalent in the media for all the wrong reasons.
There are headlines every week which involve both staff and inmates who have either participated in
riots, assaulted staff or other prisoners, used contraband, used the internet to contact victims’
families and further inappropriate behaviour.
A recent Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission (IBAC) report39 provides a small
glimpse of some of the incidents in prisons. There is also regular coverage40 of the many issues in
youth prisons, which continue to be plagued with assaults on staff and anti-social behaviour.
We have all read with disgust the discord between staff and prisoners, resulting in riots on many
occasions in Victoria. One infamous riot at Ravenhall Correctional Centre in 2015 caused significant
damage and was estimated to cost approximately $10 - $12 million to reconstruct.41
Other riots were also instigated at Parkville Youth Justice Precinct in 201742 and others have been
reported in our adult prisons.
These riots come at not only a financial cost, but also a significant cost to staff, with injuries sustained
that may prevent them from returning to work.
Offenders refusing to attend court has also been a growing concern and significant burden for victims
of crime who present to court only to find the offender will not attend. This has a serious impact on
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Chamberlain, T. Courier Mail, Send in Big Guns, 20 August 2021
Adult Parole Board Victoria, Parole and community safety
39
Ilanbey et al. The Age, ‘Serious, systemic corruption’ in Victoria’s prison system, 22 June 2021
40
Buttler et al. Herald Sun, Three workers attacked in a week at Parkville, Malmsbury youth prisons, 28 July
2021 and Gibson et al. ABC Central Victoria, Assaults on staff in Victoria's juvenile prisons double, union calls
for 'deserved' pay rise, 17 February 2020.
41
AustLII,Precedent (Australian Lawyers Alliance)
42
Mills et al. The Age, Half of Parkville youth detention centre closed because of rioting, 9 January 2017.
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victims who are often feeling extremely anxious and - for some - traumatised at the thought of
attending court.
To prepare for court, including online hearings, victims may spend days, weeks or months feeling
overwhelmed at the thought of coming face to face with their accused. In some instances, upon
arrival at court they are told the offender will not be in attendance. Whilst many victims of crime
participate in hearings as a cathartic and/or recovery measure, this lack of attendance by perpetrators
is re-traumatising for victims and compounds their trauma. We encourage further consideration of
this serious issue.
A backlog of hearings in Victoria’s courts is creating opportunities for offender’s early release. For
many victims of serious crimes, they must endure the impact of that crime for considerable years and
for some, the rest of their lives. The early release of prisoners often sends a message to victims that
the crime committed against them wasn’t serious or worthy of the initial sentence. These early
releases set a dangerous precedent for future sentencing and releasing of serious offenders.

(3) An examination of how to ensure that judges and magistrates have appropriate
knowledge and expertise when sentencing and dealing with offenders, including an
understanding of recidivism and the causes of crime.
With the introduction of new specialist courts in Victoria, it is incumbent upon the Committee to gain
an understanding of how magistrates and judges are trained in these specialist fields to ensure their
skills and knowledge are relevant to the specific offences that come before their court.
All courts – including specialist courts - will hand down sentences for those found guilty in their
courtroom. These decisions also require extensive knowledge and consideration of the impacts of
crime on victims.
Whilst Victorian magistrates and judges hold considerable qualifications, our Party would like to also
recommend that training in specialised fields such as Drug and Alcohol, Family Violence and Koori
courts would require specific intensive training, building on the current personal development days
allocated by the Judicial College of Victoria.
To address and reduce recidivism, offenders should be required to complete programs mandated by
the courts.
Evidence-based programs should be made available to rehabilitate and prevent further offending.
These programs should be attended whilst either incarcerated or on a CCO. Anything less is not
acceptable, if the rate of recidivism is to be reduced.
Victims are often left feeling highly traumatised by sentences they feel are inadequate, particularly if
the offender is known to the court due to prior offending.
In many court cases the offender’s life experience will be raised, if they have had a traumatic life, the
magistrate or judge will often take this into consideration. Whilst that may be a reasonable
deliberation, the impact on victims is often not considered and their victim impact statements may be
unable to be read in court due to inadmissibility of evidence. This issue is often conveyed to the party
when working with victims of crime. This highlights the importance of a fully funded Victims Legal
Service, whereby legal experts are available to assist victims of crime to develop an effective and
admissible victim impact statement.
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A victim should have the right to proceed with their victim impact statement in court without it being
considered and then redacted by the offender and their legal representative.
Another issue raised by victims and members of the public is inconsistencies in sentences, which
raises the question of magistrates and judges perception and implementation of the law at any
particular time during a court hearing. Whilst sentencing may be complex, there is a need for further
consultation on the current standard sentencing scheme and the maximum and minimum sentences
handed down.
Whilst we know that there are complexities in the sentencing process, the varied sentences for similar
crimes are often completely at odds with community or victims expectations.
Sentencing should also be publicly transparent. This is especially important in the Magistrates Court
which doesn’t record reasons for its decisions. Given it deals with the vast majority of all court cases,
it is imperative we look to ways to record lower court’s judicial decisions to allow public scrutiny.
The UK introduced an Unduly Lenient Sentencing Scheme43 for this specific purpose, more than thirty
years ago which has seen some offenders sentences increased.

(4) The consideration of judicial appointment processes in other jurisdictions,
specifically noting the particular skill set necessary for judges and magistrates
overseeing specialist courts.
Reviews in other jurisdictions led to development and publication of protocols and guidelines for the
appointment of the judiciary, and in some cases the establishment of advisory panels to assist A-Gs in
the assessment of candidates for appointment. We would therefore recommend this process be
explored to improve on the impartiality and knowledge of decisions over judicial appointments.
QLD has a specific protocol for judicial appointments, which should be considered by the Committee
as an alternative model; to appoint our judiciaries through the process of an Advisory Panel.
The Northern Territory also requires an advisory panel when selecting suitable applicants for judiciary
roles.
As previously stated in this submission, training for our judiciary who preside over cases in specialist
courts should be required as a prerequisite to working in these courts.

Conclusion
In summing up, Derryn Hinch’s justice Party would like to extend our sincere thanks to the Committee
for considering our submission and recommendations.
The priority within this submission is victims of crime and ways in which they can be better supported.
We have outlined early intervention strategies to prevent offending, and the need for evaluations to
determine if rehabilitation programs are being attended, addressed the core issues of offenders and
the requirement of evaluations to be completed to determine and strengthen outcomes.
We implore the government to reconsider rehabilitation programs within prisons to ensure they are
implemented in a time appropriate manner that allows ALL prisoners access to participate.

43

https://www.miragenews.com/over-30-years-of-unduly-lenient-sentence-508007
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We have outlined the need for sentences to meet victim’s expectations and for there to be a much
more nuanced approach with consistency of sentences for similar crimes.
Plea bargaining re-traumatises many victims of crime and their families, particularly if victims are not
informed of deals being done between the Office of Public Prosecutions and defence counsel. When a
victim believes that a manslaughter charge is being laid and the outcome is a dangerous driving
charge with a loss of licence, it does not set the scene for a justice system; only a legal system which
leaves many victims in absolute despair.
For those being released from prison, there must be appropriate housing available to prevent or
reduce the likelihood of re-offending. The appropriate housing would also be determined by the
offences the offender was incarcerated. Serious violent offenders and sex offenders should be
monitored and not be able to live in remote communities.
Offenders on CCOs should be held accountable for breaching their orders and Corrections Victoria
would be best suited to be resourced with an appropriate number of Specialist Case Managers. With
the backlog in the courts, these case managers are finding it extremely difficult to cope with their
current workload.
Finally – our magistrates and judges should be mandated to attend specific training relating to the
specialist courts they preside over. Their tenure should also be re-examined and they should be
required to release sentencing outcomes for public consumption to allow transparency and
clarification of why a particular sentence was imposed.
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